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Stable isotope studies on the Greenland ice-sheet margin

Niels Reeh and Henrik Højmark Thomsen

Stable isotope analysis has been used intensively in the investigation of snow and ice-cores
retrieved from the central region of the Greenland ice sheet. The c'l 180 records from the
deep ice cores drilled at Camp Century and Dye 3, for example, provided detailed c!imatic
information for the past maybe more than 100 000 years (Dansgaard et al., 1985). However,
although the marginal zone of the ice sheet is readily accessibie compared with the central
region, little attention has been given to stable isotope studies in the marginal zone (the
ablation zone).

Sampling programme

To provide a background to evaluate stable isotope methods for studying the hydrology
and dynamics of the marginal zone of the Greenland ice sheet, a sampling programme was
carried out by the authors in the 1985 field season as part of GGu's glacier-hydrological
studies in West Greenland. The main efforts were concentrated in the ablation zone at Påkit
sup akuliarusersua about 40 km north-east of Jakobshavn/Ilulissat (fig. l), where glacier-hy
drological investigations have been carried out by GGu since 1982 (Thomsen, 1983). More
than 700 ice and water samples were collected from 13 different locations. The samples com
prise winter snow, collected on 9 May at seven sites along the GGu ablation profile covering
an elevation interval of 250-900 m, and samples of surface ice and meltwater collected along
the same profile during the period 25 July - 7 August at 12 sites in the elevation range 250
1100 m. At two locations (elevations 250 and 870 m) 2.5 m ice cores were drilled to see to
what extent the original seasonal variation in o 180 would still be preserved in the ice of the
ablation zone. Further detailed sampling of the surface ice at 2 and 5 m intervals was per
forrned along a profile transverse to the ice margin south of lake 326 to a distance of 1.2 km
from the ice edge (fig. 1). Moreover, some 100 samples were collected at nine different 10
cations from the margin and drainage basin of lakobshavn Isbræ with assistance from a field
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Fig. l. Dr<linagc basins at P,ikitsup akuliarusersua and Jakobshavn Isbræ. Locations for collection af lee

and watcr samples are indicaicd. Positions af the sites in the Jakobshavn lsbræ drainage basin wcre sup

plicd by Keith Echelmeycr. lJniversit} af Alaska. Thc position af the profile shawn in fig. 2 is alsa indi
caled.

party af the University af Alaska who werc studying the dynamics ofthis large ice stream. In
North Greenland about 50 samples were coJlected from the ice~sheet margin in \Varming
Land and annul IO samples from thc margin af Flade lsblink, aIacaI iee cap in eastern North
Greenland.

The samples are being analysed for o I~O at rhe Geophysieal InstilulC, Universit)' af Co
penhagen. At the time of writing, about half ttle samples have been analy.sed. The results
oblained so far show tbat isotope studies of the ice-sheet margin arc useful in various fields:

(1) Isotope variations in rhe melt \Vater runoff from the iec sheet ean be helpful in tbe de
lineation of drainage basins an the icc shcct.

(2) By lillking locarions with the same observed isotope ratio in tbe aeeutnulation <lnd
ablation zones of the ice sheet. information is obtained about icc-shcct dynamies.

(3) Isotope profiles from the outermost kilomctre of the iee-sheef margin provide palaeo
c1irnatic records dating back into the Wiseonsinian.

(4) Different kinds af iee (Ioeal superirnposcd iec, rcgclation iee, etc.) ean be dislin
guished by thcir isotopic ratios.
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b 180 elevation relationship

Stable isotope analysis of surface snow and fim samples from the accumulation zone of the
Greenland ice sheet has shown that the 180j160 ratio (o 180) displays a systematic spatial
variation over the ice-sheet surface, reflecting the variation in mean annual temperature
(Dansgaard et al., 1973). This causes a positive trend of Cl 180 from the high, cold, central re
gions of the accumulation zone towards the lower, warmer areas near the equilibrium line.
In the ablation zone along the margin of the ice sheet, the ice, originally deposited as snow in
the inland accumulation zone, reappears at the surface (fig. 2). The nearer to the ice divide
the snow was originally deposited, the doser to the ice margin the corresponding ice will re
surface, and the older it will beo Therefore, the isotopic composition of the ice in the abla
tion area will also display a large spatial variation, reflecting the corresponding variation in
the deposition area. This is illustrated in fig. 2 and further in fig. 3 where Cl 180 values of the
samples collected in the study area are plotted against elevation. The data group around two
straight lines: Cl 180 values from the accumulation area and from winter snow samples col
lected in the ablation zone define one line with the equation:

Osnow = -15.1 - O.0057E %0

where E = elevation in metres.
Another line is defined by the Cl 180 values from ice samples in the ablation zone. This line
has the equation:

500400
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of the Greenland ice sheet along the profile line shown on the insert of fig. 1. Par
ticle paths (flow-lines) are indicated, connecting points in the accumulation and ablation zone with same
observed o lSO values. The o 180 distribution in the surface snow of the accumulation zone is based on
data from Dansgaard et al. (1973).
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Fig. 3. o 180 in surfaee ice and snow samples from the Greenland ice-sheet sector draining to Piikitsup
akuliarusersua, plotted versus elevation.

The intersection of the two lines determines the elevation of the equilibrium line to be
around 1100 m in agreement with direct observations in the field (Thomsen & Reeh, this re
port).

Simulation af the o180 variation in the runoff

The large spatial o 180 variation on the ice-sheet surface suggests that o 180 can be used as
a natural tracer. To illustrate this possibility, a simple model has been designed to simulate
the o 180 variation of the meltwater runoff from the ice sheet.
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The model uses as input the elevation distributions of ice-sheet area, melt rate, and <5 180.
AIso the elevation of the 'runoff line' as a function of time through the melt season is re
quired. Fig. 4 shows the results of three different simulations of the <5 180 variation of the
meltwater influx to lake 187. Melt rates, <5 180 elevation relationship and the variation of the
runoff line elevation with time are unchanged from one simulation to another, whereas three
different elevation distributions of the ice-sheet area have been applied, i.e. the maximum
and minimum estimates of Thomsen (1984) and the pessimistic estimate of Thomsen (1985).

As appears from fig. 4, the corresponding time variations of <5 180 are very different. Even
the mean <5 values over the melt season representing the isotopic composition of the water of
lake 187 are significantly different. This indicates that monitoring the <5 180 variation in the
melt water during the melt season may be helpful in the delineation of drainage basins on the
ice sheet.

To fully utilize the method, however, the meltwater should be collected before it is mixed
up in ice-marginallakes. Obviously this is a problem at Påkitsup akuliarusersua, where prac
tically speaking all meltwater from the ice sheet runs directly into such lakes. To solve this
problem, further investigations are needed, involving detailed stream flow and isotope stud
ies in the lakes and the supra-glacial rivers.

Linking points in the accumulation and ablation zones

As illustrated in fig. 2 another application of <5 180 as a natural tracer is to link points in
the accumulation and ablation zones of the ice sheet with the same observed <5 180 value and
thereby loeate the start and end points of particle paths (flow lines). This information ean be
used to check (calibrate) iee-dynamic models for the iee margin, sueh as that ofReeh (1983).

Ice samples were collected at two profiles on the margin of lakobshavn Isbræ. Isotope
analyses of these samples give generally higher <5 180 values in the down-glacier profile than
in the up-glacier profile. This is contrary to the expected trend (fig. 2), and may be taken as
an indication of eomplex, presumably non-stationary, flow eonditions in the marginal zone
of the iee stream. It also suggests that more detailed isotope studies ean eontribute to a bet
ter understanding of iee stream dynamics by distinguishing and locating the origin of the dif
ferent types of ice composing the ice stream.
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lce-age isotopic record

A o180 record from the outermost 1.2 km of the ice margin was obtained from the 10
cation shown in fig. 1. A detailed discussion of this profile and similar profiles obtained from
the ice-sheet margin in North Greenland will be given elsewhere. Here we shaH merely re
mark that the Holoeene!Wisconsinian transition is found about 850 m from the ice margin,
and that the corresponding <5 180 shift is about (Hl %0, similar to the shift measured on the
deep ice core from Dye 3, but significantly less than the shift of 11-12 %0 found in the Camp
Century record (Dansgaard et al., 1985). It should also be notieed that some <5 variations in
the Wisconsinian have apparently been preserved in the ice margin isotopic record. Never
theless, the continuity of the record must be questioned because of the presenee of numer
ous shear zones visible on the iee surface.

Distinguishing different kinds of ice

The outermost 230 m of the isotopic profile is different from the rest of the profile. The 30
m closest to the ice margin display <5 180 values around -20 %0. These rather high values are
taken as evidence that the corresponding ice originates from loeal wind-drift snow, accumu
lated along the iee margin during the winter and transforrned into superimposed ice during
the summer melt-season. Samples of loeal isolated iee fim patehes give <5 180 values similar
to those referred to above from the very ice margin. Contrary to the outermost 30 m of the
ice sheet which displays a moraine-free, light coloured ice surface, the adjoining 200 m are
almost completely covered by a surface-moraine layer of varying thickness. The underlying
iee which has a blaekish appearanee is remarkably homogeneous in respeet of isotopie com
position. This supports the interpretation that this iee is regelation iee forrned by refreezing
of meltwater at the base of the ice sheet. The measured <5 180 values around -36 'Yoo are
rather low and suggest that the origin of the meltwater is mainly basal ice of Wisconsinian
age.

A similar sequence of ice-types has been described by Hooke (1973) for the margin of
Bames Ice Cap in the Canadian Arctie.

Acknowtedgernents. Niels Henriksen (GGU) collected ice samples in Warming Land, North Greenland,
and Håkansson and others collected samples from Flade Isblink, northern East Greenland. Henrik B.
Clausen, Geophysical Institute, University of Copenhagen arranged the isotope analyses of the sam
ples.
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Geophysical investigations at the Inland Ice margin of the
Påkitsoq basin, central West Greenland

Leif Thorning, Henrik Højmark Thomsen and Egon Hansen

In recent years much effort has been directed towards investigation of the margin of the
Inland Ice in connection with possibie development of hydropower. The thickness of the ice
and thus the subglacial relief has been difficult to determine. Electromagnetic reflection
(EMR) techniques have been used over large parts of the Inland Ice with considerable suc
cess, but have so far not produced good results in the marginal areas of the Inland Ice. This
note reports the successful application of EMR techniques to an area of the Inland Ice adja
cent to the Piikitsoq basin near Jakobshavn, central West Greenland, together with a ground
magnetic survey over a smaller part of the area. The field areas are shown in fig 1. The field
work was carried out by LT and ER during a five week period in July-August 1985.

Helicopter-borne EMR survey

The original plans for the summer's EMR work called for a number of experiments to be
carried out by a group from the University of Miinster, West Germany, and were designed
to explain why previous EMR measurements at the ice margin did not give good results. The
Miinster group were unable to come to Greenland, and in the spring of 1985 an alternative
programme was decided upon to be carried out by GGU. The instrumentation used in 1984
without obtaining any results (Thomsen & Madsen, 1985) was improved by the use of a new
antenna, a two element fed cylindrical parabola installed in a helicopter rather than a fixed
wing aircraft. The construction of this antenna was carried out at the Electromagnetics In
stitute, Technical University of Denmark. The characteristics of the instrumentation are
given in Table 1.

The instruments could easily be installed in the back of the helicopter while still leaving
room for a technician. The antenna was suspended between the floats of the helicopter (fig.
2). Plans to use another 60 Mhz antenna were abandoned for flight safety reasons.

The first experimental tests of the improved radar equipment were so encouraging that it
was decided to carry out a proper survey, and subsequently the lines shown in fig. 3 were ac
quired. The helicopter was a Glace Jet Ranger (OY-HBF) with floats, manned with a navi
gator (LT) and a technician (EH). The tests had shown the altitude above the ice surface to
be a decisive factor for the penetration of the radar, and thus the measurements were carried


